
Domino Enterprise MLOps Platform

Over the next decade, the companies that will beat competitors, drive unprecedented growth, and upend

industries will be model-driven businesses – the ones that put models at the heart of their business. If a company

doesn’t have a compelling path to become a model-driven business, it’s already behind.

To create these models, companies are undertaking large data science efforts to provide insights about what

customers want to buy, how much inventory to keep, what products to develop, and more. With data science, a

business doesn’t just plan for now; it can plan for next. And when it’s really working, these improvements are

continuous: models can ingest new data, adjust to new business conditions, and improve predictions.

Becoming a model-driven business requires more than merely providing the algorithms or infrastructure to let

one data scientist train and deploy a model. Nor is it merely about supporting larger volumes of data or speeding

up ETL tasks. The biggest challenge that companies face is scaling data science as a discipline — across people,

processes, and infrastructure.

Domino is the Pioneer in Enterprise MLOps

Domino is the Enterprise MLOps platform used by over 20% of the Fortune 100 to centralize all data science

work and weave models into the core fabric of their business. Data science teams get the tools they desire, the

freedom and flexibility to experiment, and visibility into all prior work and knowledge so they can focus on their

most pressing problems. And, IT teams can immediately satisfy their governance and security requirements to

safely scale data science.



The Domino platform provides all of the critical components to maximize productivity and scale data science.

Openness &
Flexibility

Domino supports the broadest ecosystem of open-source/commercial tools and

infrastructure. Data scientists have self-serve access to their preferred IDEs, languages,

and packages so they can focus on data science, not infrastructure. It also allows IT to

consolidate disparate tools onto a single platform to reduce costs and support burden,

and provide governance across a wide variety of tools, packages, etc. Domino prevents

vendor lock-in by ensuring access to new tools and compute frameworks that emerge.

Reproducibility
& Collaboration

Disparate tools and all types of data science artifacts (including code, package versions,

parameters, comments, and more) are automatically tracked and integrated to establish

full visibility, repeatability, and reproducibility at any time across the end-to-end lifecycle

of every use case. Teams using different data science tools can compare experiment

results and seamlessly collaborate on a project, with the ability to leverage valuable

insights and harvest a flow of collective wisdom.

Model
Velocity

Domino supports the full, end-to-end lifecycle from ideation to production to explore

data, train models, validate, deploy, monitor, and repeat – all in a single platform. Domino

enables companies to professionalize their data science through common patterns and

practices, with workflows that reduce friction and accelerate the lifecycle within each

step and across key transitions, so all people involved in data science can maximize their

productivity and the impact of their work.

Enterprise
Scale

While disparate data science teams are free to use their preferred tools, packages, and

infrastructure, all aspects of their work are centralized and orchestrated through

Domino. Users can onboard quickly, find previous work easily, collaborate effectively, and

reproduce experiments seamlessly. Domino establishes a system of record for data

science to provide the security, governance, compliance, and all of the other elements

that are required to scale data science safely and universally across an organization.

Become a Model-Driven Business

With Domino, data science projects shift from being a chore fraught with inadequate resources and constant

DevOps challenges to an enterprise-grade MLOps environment where simplicity, collaboration, self-service,

and data science best practices are just natural. Talk to a sales representative to learn how Domino can help

you scale your data science efforts and accelerate your path to a model-driven future.
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